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My son LOVES gram crackers and eats them every morning. One time we were on a road
trip and my son was cranky so we stopped to buy some gram crackers at a convinent store.
We bought a different brand and my son refused to eat them. Since then we have only
bought Honey Maid Just a two weeks ago I started to eat gram
Well it is the brand I purchase the most for yogurt. They have a big selection to choose
from and always has something good. |9. I can get multiple flavors such as strawberry
banana blueberry and peach and there are still flavors I have yet to try
I orginally got Yoplait becasue it is certified as gluten free and I was looking for a gluten
free yogurt. I also know yougurt is good for your digestive system. Since I have been using
the product I have discovered that I really like the taste and see it as good snack and
desert. |9. I like the creamy texture and the sweetness. It is a
i always get prigles they have so many different flavors and they are also low in fat. plus
you can take them anywhere and almost all stores carry them. |9. flavor i mean they carry
so many different types of flavor like salt and vineger ranch bbq sweet and spicy
Every time I go into the grocery store Dannon always has the widest array of yogurt
products with a large number of flavors. I'll always look at all of the brands because to be
honest I don't really care what the brand is and I still always end up buying Dannon
because it is the most reasonably priced has the widest
My experience with this brand is ALWAYS great. It's always in every store I shop at. They
have the best flavors and the best quality every time I purchase this brand. |9. My taste
buds say so. Other brands are good but they don't compare to this brand
I bought Nacho Cheese Sunchips at Sam's Club. It was very reasonably priced at two five. I
really like the taste and healthyness blend in these chips. It was conveniently located and
easy to find in the store. |9. They had a light salty nacho taste not too bold. They are a
really good nutritious snack
Oreos have been loved in my family for a long time. Even when i was a kid we loved to eat
oreos. Oreos are a classic cookie that will never go away and will alwasy be loved. |9. When
you think cookies i think oreos. They have been around longer than i can remember
i like to snach healthy. i personally enjoy yogurt products from yoplait. i purchase them
usually at walmart where i do most of my shopping. |9. i work out frequently and try to
maintain good physical help by eating right
Since then we have only bought Honey Maid. Just a two weeks ago I started to eat gram
crackers in the morning with my coffee. I never had any interest in them before but since
they are sitting on the table for my son I just one day had the urge to eat one and have
every morning since. |9. not much to say. My son is two years old he
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I like the taste of sun chips it has the flavors that I like. It's not too salty and it tastes more
healthy than regular potato chips or something like Doritos that is too salty. It just has a
good natural taste to it. |9. Sun chips are not too salty or sweet it has good balance and
flavor that I like
I just a brand that i like and tastes good with no artificial stuff in it. |9. the taste of this
chips is diferent than the other brands and i like it

It has been the ice cream I had as a child. I love it it's the traditional additive to a family
night. |9. The unmistakable flavor and the variety of flavors

Was in a store waiting to pick up other items saw them on the rack. made with organic corn
and organic ingredients and I had a long ride home to look forward to so they were the
perfect fit for the price. |9. 1.99 lb for the bag. Great price
I bought the bite size Oreos when my grandson was visiting. He is four years old and these
are great for him to snack on. |9. He likes to have a treate when he has finished eating
lunch or dinner and I can give him a small bowl with several in it and he is completely
satisfied
I think Snyders makes the best pretzels. Not many pretzel vendors make the large thick
twisted pretzels. I especially like sourdough. |9. I am not fond of thin pretzels. I like a thick
pretzel
I like the scoops because I can stuff them with my home made tuna salad |9. I make a
good tuna salad with lots of ingredients

Pringles taste great.has an aray of different flavors and its moderately priced |9. Very Good
taste.something I love to snack on at any time

I have loved Cheez-It crackers since I was a kid and often get them as a snack on the go
whether its at a groery store or a corner store gas station. Love the cheesy salty crispyness
and though my favorite is original flavor I love some of the newer flavors as well. |9. The
flavor is lightly cheezy and the texture is
Almonde Joy is like paradise in a candy bar. |9. It feels like you're on a tropical island where
the sun is about to set and you're enjoying yourself

I love this brand Doritos are a tasty treat to take with me on the raod or wherever I need a
snack |9. The salty taste mixed with cheesy flavor of Naco cheese I dont know I just love it
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I am not a huge fan of yogurt and have tried many brands. Dannon All Natural had a great
taste with no after taste. This is something I feel good about serving to my children and is
easy to digest. Dannon offers a variety of products that allow me to have options and they
all taste great. |9. Easy to digest. I
I love the taste of Dorito's. Cooler Ranch is my favorite flavor. |9. The flavor of cooler ranch
is the best. It has just the right amount of spices

I bought this brand because I have always liked it. I was hungry for something with
chocolate and carmel and this was the perfect one. |9. There are a few items out there that
are chocolate and carmel but this is the best price and this has always been one of my
favorites
MY WIFE IS VERY PICKY ABOUT THE SNACKS WE EAT AND BECAUSE |9. SHE ONLY LIKES
NAME BRANDS AND WILL NOT BY STORE BRANDS

tostitos is the brand i always buy i always get restaurant style or scoops i do not try other
brands or other styles or flavors i tried this brand once and really enjoyed the taste and
experience and i have been eating this brand ever since |9. i eat tostitos because they have
a crisp natural taste without being overpowering or too
I've bought it many times when it comes on sale. |9. Their variety is sufficient and they
taste good. It's a brand I trust
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i first bought sun chips in addition to a subway sub at a subway store and they were so
good i usually buy them now when i do my grocery shopping |9. because I love the taste
and quality and they are cheaper when you buy a big bag at the store versus the small bag
you get a subway
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I really love the chili cheese fritos and my boyfriend loves the bbq kind. They are usually on
sale every time we go to the store and we walk down the chip aisle specifically for this
brand. |9. I usually have very little money to spend on groceries so when i know that
something i want is on sale it makes my pockets very
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I always have a good experience with this brand its consistent in flavor and in price. |9. I
love coffee flavors and it mixes caramel and ice cream nicely

I first bought this brand as a special treat for my daughter's 3rd birthday. She is now six
and that is the only ice cream she wants for her birthday or any special occasion
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As a child during the winter we would make hot chocolate to give us some warmth from the
cold. Along with that we would eat Chips Ahoy cookies which gave that extra chocolate
boost and crave it stay cold for a long time just to enjoy more days like that. |9. Just the
thought of eating those chocolate chips in the cookies it
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I'm an Oreo twister. I twist lick and then dunk I get upset when u twist and one side has
nothing to lick. So the fact that twisting the oreo apart and having so much filling on each
side happens every single time completely sold me on Oreo Double Stuffs. |9. I buy then
instead of the regular oreos every time I buy Oreos
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once upon a time there was a survey taker who liked ice cream but was also a direct
descendant of ebenezer scrooge.his urge to save money often conflicted with his desire for
a cool sweet treat.the one day he found a really cheap ice cream in multiple flavors that
didnt conflict with his desire to save money.of course he could never
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We first tried Kirkland tortilla chips because they were recommended by a salsa retailer. We
enjoy their natural flavor. |9. The flavor is what a good tortilla chip should taste like

I eat Ritz because they taste good I can dip them add cheese and eat them plain |9. orginal
Ritz has a little buttery taste. and I tryed the vegie kind added a little more flavor to them

Chocolove is a great substitute for the best chocolate bark I ever had from a wonderful
boutique chocolatery in Oregon while on vacation. We were first introduced while flying
cross country and I listened to my partner sighing in near ecstacy as he tasted the flavor
combination for the first time. |9. Gas is expensive. I won't drive out of my way to
its is new brand i just wanted to try came in a nice packaging too |9. galon size plastic jar
with seal

Wheat Thins have consistently impressed my husband with high quality as well as good
taste. They have come out with a variety of different flavors that he loves. My daughter
nineteen months old loves them as well and the two of them eat them regularly. |9. The
flavors they offer are great My husband's personal favorite is the sundried tomato and basil
i went to the store to get yogurt and yoplait had more flavors that sounded like they would
hit the spot than all the other brands

I most enjoy the Lay's Baked Ruffles Original flavoured chips. They're all natural light and
crispy and the ruffles give them great texture. I would welcome a change to sea salt but
they're about my second favourite of all the chips. |9. It satisfies my desire to snack on
something crunchy
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i have been eating oreos since i was a kid and enjoy them very much due to their consistant
taste and when you dunk them in milk they taste even better |9. the milk makes the oreo
even softer and it sort of melts in your mouth plus the taste of the oreo and milk together is
delicious
I purchased for my niece but I had some too. They were reduced fat and were very good. I
like it because of the taste and it was a healthy snack. |9. For health purposes I try to buy
low fat or fat free items
Love the taste and has different flavors. Really love the Orange and Strawberry flavors. |9.
The Orange has a nice refreshing taste. The Strawberry has real fruit

that are just not good . They taste strange and crumble strange. Oreos are just FRESH to
me

taste to it. |9. Sun chips are not too salty or sweet it has good balance and flavor that I like.
Other brands are too salty and not healthy in my opinion

My kids and I enjoy Mama Lupe's tortilla chips. They are always crispy and go well with the
cheese dip we make. They are very reasonably priced. One thing we lalso like is that they
come from Moundridge KS where we used to live
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it for me and after I tasted it I fell in love with it. It was salted and had a buttery flavor to it
and I don't have to eat it with anythin else. |9. Most crackers are dry and bland.the salt that
is sprinkled doesn't relly help with flavor too much for other brands. But ritz has a sweetish
taste to it
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I always have good experience with Yoplait. My daughter loves Go gurt. She loves to pick it
out at the store and I like that she likes it because its healthy for her. |9. For my daughter
to choose gogurt for a snack vs fruit snacks she is going for the healthier alternative. Good
source of calcium and vitamins without having to fight her
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Hello it's just a potato chip salty I like them every once in awhile. There also good with a
sandwich or burger
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My son LOVES gram crackers and eats them every morning. One time we were on a road
trip and my son was cranky so we stopped to buy some gram crackers at a convinent store.
We bought a different brand and my son refused to eat them. Since then we have only
bought Honey Maid. Just a two weeks ago I started to eat gram crackers in the morning
with my coffee. I never had any interest in them before but since they are sitting on the
table for my son I just one day had the urge to eat one and have every morning since.
not much to say. My son is two years old he started eating gram crackers after one so every
morning for about a year now he has had his morning gram cracker. I never had any
interest but one morning I was feeling a little hungry but was too tired to get something to
eat so I grabbed a gram cracker and thought it went perfect with a cup of coffee so now it's
sort of a habit.

1 10
Well it is the brand I purchase the most for yogurt. They have a big selection to choose
from and always has something good.
I can get multiple flavors such as strawberry banana blueberry and peach and there are still
flavors I have yet to try.

2
I orginally got Yoplait becasue it is certified as gluten free and I was looking for a gluten
free yogurt. I also know yougurt is good for your digestive system. Since I have been using
the product I have discovered that I really like the taste and see it as good snack and
desert.
I like the creamy texture and the sweetness. It is a good healthy way to satisfy my sweet
tooth.

3
i always get prigles they have so many different flavors and they are also low in fat. plus
you can take them anywhere and almost all stores carry them.
flavor i mean they carry so many different types of flavor like salt and vineger ranch bbq
sweet and spicy.

4
Every time I go into the grocery store Dannon always has the widest array of yogurt
products with a large number of flavors. I'll always look at all of the brands because to be
honest I don't really care what the brand is and I still always end up buying Dannon
because it is the most reasonably priced has the widest selection of flavors I like and has
the lowest number of calories and unhealthy ingredients.
When I buy yogurt I am particularly looking for a low-calorie healthy snack so caloric
content is of the highest importance to me.
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My experience with this brand is ALWAYS great. It's always in every store I shop at. They
have the best flavors and the best quality every time I purchase this brand.
My taste buds say so. Other brands are good but they don't compare to this brand.

6
I bought Nacho Cheese Sunchips at Sam's Club. It was very reasonably priced at two five. I
really like the taste and healthyness blend in these chips. It was conveniently located and
easy to find in the store.
They had a light salty nacho taste not too bold. They are a really good nutritious snack.

7
Oreos have been loved in my family for a long time. Even when i was a kid we loved to eat
oreos. Oreos are a classic cookie that will never go away and will alwasy be loved.
When you think cookies i think oreos. They have been around longer than i can remember.

8
i like to snach healthy. i personally enjoy yogurt products from yoplait. i purchase them
usually at walmart where i do most of my shopping.
i work out frequently and try to maintain good physical help by eating right

9
I like the taste of sun chips it has the flavors that I like. It's not too salty and it tastes more
healthy than regular potato chips or something like Doritos that is too salty. It just has a
good natural taste to it.
Sun chips are not too salty or sweet it has good balance and flavor that I like. Other brands
are too salty and not healthy in my opinion.

11 46
I just a brand that i like and tastes good with no artificial stuff in it.
the taste of this chips is diferent than the other brands and i like it

12
It has been the ice cream I had as a child. I love it it's the traditional additive to a family
night.
The unmistakable flavor and the variety of flavors
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Was in a store waiting to pick up other items saw them on the rack. made with organic corn
and organic ingredients and I had a long ride home to look forward to so they were the
perfect fit for the price.
1.99 lb for the bag. Great price.

14
I bought the bite size Oreos when my grandson was visiting. He is four years old and these
are great for him to snack on.
He likes to have a treate when he has finished eating lunch or dinner and I can give him a
small bowl with several in it and he is completely satisfied.

15
I think Snyders makes the best pretzels. Not many pretzel vendors make the large thick
twisted pretzels. I especially like sourdough.
I am not fond of thin pretzels. I like a thick pretzel.

16
I like the scoops because I can stuff them with my home made tuna salad
I make a good tuna salad with lots of ingredients

17
Pringles taste great.has an aray of different flavors and its moderately priced
Very Good taste.something I love to snack on at any time

18
I have loved Cheez-It crackers since I was a kid and often get them as a snack on the go
whether its at a groery store or a corner store gas station. Love the cheesy salty crispyness
and though my favorite is original flavor I love some of the newer flavors as well.
The flavor is lightly cheezy and the texture is oily and crispy whici is a great combination.
They also remind me of being a kid every time I eat them which is nice.

19
Almonde Joy is like paradise in a candy bar.
It feels like you're on a tropical island where the sun is about to set and you're enjoying
yourself.
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I love this brand Doritos are a tasty treat to take with me on the raod or wherever I need a
snack
The salty taste mixed with cheesy flavor of Naco cheese I dont know I just love it

21
I am not a huge fan of yogurt and have tried many brands. Dannon All Natural had a great
taste with no after taste. This is something I feel good about serving to my children and is
easy to digest. Dannon offers a variety of products that allow me to have options and they
all taste great.
Easy to digest. I have GERD and other digestive problems and I find that Dannon's products
don't aggravate my symptoms.

22
I love the taste of Dorito's. Cooler Ranch is my favorite flavor.
The flavor of cooler ranch is the best. It has just the right amount of spices.

23
I bought this brand because I have always liked it. I was hungry for something with
chocolate and carmel and this was the perfect one.
There are a few items out there that are chocolate and carmel but this is the best price and
this has always been one of my favorites.

24
MY WIFE IS VERY PICKY ABOUT THE SNACKS WE EAT AND BECAUSE
SHE ONLY LIKES NAME BRANDS AND WILL NOT BY STORE BRANDS

25
tostitos is the brand i always buy i always get restaurant style or scoops i do not try other
brands or other styles or flavors i tried this brand once and really enjoyed the taste and
experience and i have been eating this brand ever since
i eat tostitos because they have a crisp natural taste without being overpowering or too
salty i get these chips when i want something salty and crunchy without the oiliness like
most potato chips

26
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I've bought it many times when it comes on sale.
Their variety is sufficient and they taste good. It's a brand I trust.

27
i first bought sun chips in addition to a subway sub at a subway store and they were so
good i usually buy them now when i do my grocery shopping
because I love the taste and quality and they are cheaper when you buy a big bag at the
store versus the small bag you get a subway

28
I really love the chili cheese fritos and my boyfriend loves the bbq kind. They are usually on
sale every time we go to the store and we walk down the chip aisle specifically for this
brand.
I usually have very little money to spend on groceries so when i know that something i want
is on sale it makes my pockets very happy. If this brand of chips is available and on sale it is
always our first option.

29
I always have a good experience with this brand its consistent in flavor and in price.
I love coffee flavors and it mixes caramel and ice cream nicely

30
I first bought this brand as a special treat for my daughter's 3rd birthday. She is now six
and that is the only ice cream she wants for her birthday or any special occasion.

31
As a child during the winter we would make hot chocolate to give us some warmth from the
cold. Along with that we would eat Chips Ahoy cookies which gave that extra chocolate
boost and crave it stay cold for a long time just to enjoy more days like that.
Just the thought of eating those chocolate chips in the cookies it just tasted so good.
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The first time I tried them I was amazed. I'm an Oreo twister. I twist lick and then dunk. I
get upset when u twist and one side has nothing to lick. So the fact that twisting the oreo
apart and having so much filling on each side happens every single time completely sold me
on Oreo Double Stuffs.
I buy then instead of the regular oreos every time I buy Oreos
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once upon a time there was a survey taker who liked ice cream but was also a direct
descendant of ebenezer scrooge.his urge to save money often conflicted with his desire for
a cool sweet treat.the one day he found a really cheap ice cream in multiple flavors that
didnt conflict with his desire to save money.of course he could never have the princess who
would eat only premium brands but he and his savings lived happily ever after.
have you ever sucked on a lemon.well its kinda like the opposite of that.

34
We first tried Kirkland tortilla chips because they were recommended by a salsa retailer. We
enjoy their natural flavor.
The flavor is what a good tortilla chip should taste like.

35
I eat Ritz because they taste good I can dip them add cheese and eat them plain
orginal Ritz has a little buttery taste. and I tryed the vegie kind added a little more flavor to
them

36
Chocolove is a great substitute for the best chocolate bark I ever had from a wonderful
boutique chocolatery in Oregon while on vacation. We were first introduced while flying
cross country and I listened to my partner sighing in near ecstacy as he tasted the flavor
combination for the first time.
Gas is expensive. I won't drive out of my way to buy candy.

37
its is new brand i just wanted to try came in a nice packaging too
galon size plastic jar with seal

38
Wheat Thins have consistently impressed my husband with high quality as well as good
taste. They have come out with a variety of different flavors that he loves. My daughter
nineteen months old loves them as well and the two of them eat them regularly.
The flavors they offer are great. My husband's personal favorite is the sundried tomato and
basil.

39
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i went to the store to get yogurt and yoplait had more flavors that sounded like they would
hit the spot than all the other brands

40
I most enjoy the Lay's Baked Ruffles Original flavoured chips. They're all natural light and
crispy and the ruffles give them great texture. I would welcome a change to sea salt but
they're about my second favourite of all the chips.
It satisfies my desire to snack on something crunchy.

41
i have been eating oreos since i was a kid and enjoy them very much due to their consistant
taste and when you dunk them in milk they taste even better
the milk makes the oreo even softer and it sort of melts in your mouth plus the taste of the
oreo and milk together is delicious

42
I purchased for my niece but I had some too. They were reduced fat and were very good. I
like it because of the taste and it was a healthy snack.
For health purposes I try to buy low fat or fat free items.

43
Love the taste and has different flavors. Really love the Orange and Strawberry flavors.
The Orange has a nice refreshing taste. The Strawberry has real fruit.

44
I bought Oreo cookies for a cupcake recipe I was making. Even though Oreos are probably
the most expensive cookies in the cookie aisle I bought them because I know exactly what
to expect as far as taste and quality
There are cookies similar to Oreos that are just not good . They taste strange and crumble
strange. Oreos are just FRESH to me

45
My kids and I enjoy Mama Lupe's tortilla chips. They are always crispy and go well with the
cheese dip we make. They are very reasonably priced. One thing we lalso like is that they
come from Moundridge KS where we used to live.

47
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WhenI first tried Ritz someone else had bought it for me and after I tasted it I fell in love
with it. It was salted and had a buttery flavor to it and I don't have to eat it with anythin
else.
Most crackers are dry and bland.the salt that is sprinkled doesn't relly help with flavor too
much for other brands. But ritz has a sweetish taste to it.

48
I always have good experience with Yoplait. My daughter loves Go gurt. She loves to pick it
out at the store and I like that she likes it because its healthy for her.
For my daughter to choose gogurt for a snack vs fruit snacks she is going for the healthier
alternative. Good source of calcium and vitamins without having to fight her to eat it.

49
Hello it's just a potato chip salty I like them every once in awhile. There also good with a
sandwich or burger.
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